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i 

ABSTRACT 

XCT simulation scanning was used throughout the study because simulation 

scanning has the flexibility in changing scanning parameters as well as improving 

the efficiency. The research investigated the effect of voltage, scattering-

contamination and multi-sampling on the quality of 2D image projection. For The 

study tested factors of scattering-contamination, multi-sampling and cone-beam 

angle on dimensional measurement error with the numerical geometry samples 

including spheres, cubes, cylinders and tubes. For cylinders and tubes, the 

measurement of outer diameter leaded more deviation than inner diameter. 

Scattering contamination had limited influencing (up to 1/35 of the voxel size) to 

the measurement result but scattering contamination can amplify the operator 

factor in the geometry determination step. 3X3 multi-sampling detector could 

optimise the measurement result when measuring the diameter of the cylinder. 

On the other hand, the effectiveness of the application of multi-sampling is related 

to the geometry features for measure, and the effect is independent to the 

scattering-contamination. When measuring circles on the tube, the cone-beam 

angle had only slight influence (up to 1/131 of voxel size) on the measurement 

error.   
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1 Introduction 

X-ray computed tomography (XCT), also known as X-ray CT or CT, is a 

radiographic technique. XCT was first introduced by Hounsfield, the UK in 1972, 

and Hounsfield and Cormack from Tufts University in the USA. Both were 

awarded the Nobel Prize for Physiology and Medicine, for their contribution to the 

development of the technique [1,2]. Around the 1970s, the research began to 

emerge linking the use of XCT and medical purposes [3,4]. From the 1980s, the 

XCT has been prominent for the use of material sample investigation in non-

destructive testing (NDT) purposes, including testing both inner and outer 

structures and identifying flaws and deficiencies within products [4,5]. The use of 

XCT provides an efficient detection and investigation of defects in the industry 

such as aviation industry and additive manufacturing. 

In the field of additive manufacturing, the need for conducting a precise 

dimensional measurement is growing. AM samples have complex internal 

structures, and CMM relying on contact could not measure AM samples without 

destruction. Unlike CMM, X-ray computed tomography (XCT) is designed based 

on the attenuation of X-ray over measured samples and the completion of 

measurement is independent to the complexity of AM products without 

destroying. The advantages of X-ray computed tomography in the use of 

measurement includes:  

• the potential in examining and measurement in non-destructive-testing 

(NDT);  

• the ability to examine the products for both internal and external structures 

efficiently and simultaneously;  

• the cost reduction in the process from the blueprint to the actual product.  
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Figure 1-1: The component of a typical XCT system [6] 

 

Figure 1-2: The diagram of working principle of X-ray computed tomography [6] 

A typical XCT system has four components that include an X-ray source, a 

sample manipulation system, a radiation detector and a computer hardware 

system, as shown in Figure 1-1. Figure 1-2  presents the diagram of the workflow 

of the XCT scanning.  

In the X-ray source, the X-ray is generated by the elevating electrons through the 

electric field under certain voltage impacting with the target metal material in a 

vacuum environment. The X-ray is emitted in two separate principles: continuous 

XCT system

X-ray source
Sample 

manipulation 
system

Radiation 
detector

Computer 
hardware
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bremsstrahlung and discrete characteristic radiation. The bremsstrahlung effect 

by the interaction between the negative charge electrons with the positive charge 

nucleus resulting in the energy loss of electrons by the form of sudden 

deceleration, and X-ray radiates; the characteristic radiation, however, is 

accomplished by the direct collide between the accelerated electrons and the 

shell electrons within the atom of the metal target, which causes the existence of 

vacancies replaced by outer shell electrons with the emitting of discrete X-ray 

spectrum [6]. The type of X-ray tube can be classified into directional and 

panoramic tubes according to the radiation direction, or be divided into unipolar 

and bipolar tubes, based on the arrangement of ground wire relative to the anode 

and cathode [6].  

After the emission of the X-ray from the X-ray source, the X-ray beam penetrates 

the material samples with the attenuation process, whose factors have been 

explored in the previous study [7]. The linear attenuation coefficient was 

presented [8] and the equation of the intensity of the X-ray after attenuating a 

distance within the material can be expressed as follows [9]: 

𝐼(𝑥) = 𝐼0𝑒−𝜇𝑥 

Equation 1 

where: 

𝐼(𝑥): the intensity of the photon after travelling a distance of x in the attenuation 

𝐼0: the initial intensity of the photon 

µ: the linear attenuation coefficient 

𝑥: travel distance within the material 

Several lines of evidence [10] suggest that the linear attenuation coefficient can 

be determined by the features of the imputed photons, like the wavelength of the 

X-ray, and the material properties of the attenuated substance. It is easy to find 

that for the X-ray beam with fixed initial intensity, the intensity of the attenuated 

X-ray beam after travelling a certain distance x can be calculated if the linear 
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attenuation coefficient is known. This equation is of great significance as it 

successfully provided the guideline of further reconstruction process: it gave a 

guidance for quantitative calculation of the X-ray intensity after attenuating the 

material with certain thickness, and the reconstruction can inversely calculate the 

thickness by knowing the initial intensity, attenuated intensity and the linear 

attenuation coefficient.  

After the attenuation process, the attenuated X-ray illuminates the X-ray detector. 

There are many types of X-ray detectors in varying X-ray machines, and ISO 

15708 classified  X-ray detectors into two main groups: ionization detectors and 

scintillation detectors [6]. Different type of detectors has different working 

mechanisms, and for example, in direct detectors, the absorbed X-ray photons 

can produce electron current by producing electric-hole pairs in the bulk materials 

within the detector. Influencing factors of the detector includes sensitivity, field 

coverage, geometrical characteristics (size, pixels), quantum efficiency, spatial 

resolution, noise, dynamic range, uniformity, acquisition speed, frame rate and 

price [6].  

Based on the above, from the emission of X-ray particle, to the illumination of 

detector, an 2D image will be obtained. Thus, the complete process of X-ray 

computed tomography is a cyclic process with the normal 360 degrees rotation 

of samples to get hundreds or thousands of 2D images, which will be transferred 

to the PC system for further reconstruction and data analysis.  

However, the absence of international standard for XCT dimensional metrology 

is an inevitable issue and the accuracy, uncertainty and repeatability are still 

unidentified [4,6,11,12]. Without a complete international standard, it is difficult 

for a measurement result obtained by XCT to be properly traced, and in brief, for 

a measurement result acquired by following a certain illustration, other people 

could get a diverse result following the same instruction, as the influencing factors 

in XCT measurement is obscure. What is known about XCT use in dimensional 

metrology is largely based upon empirical studies [4,6,12,13]. The first serious 

discussions and analyses about XCT use as a dimensional tool emerged during 

the 1990s [4,14–16]. The first major milestone was presented at the exhibition in 
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Control Fair in Germany at the year of 2005, when the first XCT system Werth 

Messtechnik assigned exclusively for dimensional metrology was presented 

[4,17]. The main reason of the impediment of the formation of the relative 

international standard for XCT dimensional measurement is that the XCT is a 

complex system where there are variety of convoluted factors influencing the 

measurement results, during the whole period from the beginning XCT scanning, 

to the medium-stage reconstruction procedure, and to the final PC visualisation 

process. Much of the current literatures [12,18–22] on the XCT dimensional 

metrology pay particular attention to the influencing parameters onto the 

measurement results. 

The complete measuring procedure is a combination of complex step chains. 

Kruth from Belgium [4] have proposed systematically the explanatory workflows 

during the CT dimensional measurement, including XCT measuring hardware 

(scale calibration, X-ray measurement process) and succedent data analysis 

process (raw data pre-processing, reconstruction to 3D models from 2D images, 

rescaling, thresholding, edge detection, voxel interpolation, geometrical 

determination, CMM software measurement evaluation, CAD comparison). The 

flow chat for accomplishing XCT dimensional measurement is illustrated in Figure 

1-3.

 

Scale calibration XCT scanning
raw-data pre-

processing

Reconstruction 
to 3D models 

from 2D images

RescalingThresholding
Surface 

Determination
Voxel 

interpolation

Geometrical 
determination

CMM software 
measurement 

evaluation

CAD 
comparison
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Figure 1-3: The workflow of complete XCT dimensional measurement [4] 

Uncertain factors in each step in the measurement chain listed above might have 

possible impact on the outcome of measurement, and in especial, the 

accumulation of errors from measurement steps could cause significant 

deviations. The effort for the identification of potential error sources could be 

essential for the promotion. Some common error sources of XCT system have 

been understood [4,6]:  

• Beam drift is primarily caused by the thermal expansion of the X-ray tube 

in the X-ray generation process where only 1-2% of the energy is 

transferred as the photon of the X-ray beam, and the remaining energy 

dissipation is the heat emission resulting in the increase of the temperature 

in the X-ray tube to distort the inner structure [6]. Dr Nadia Flay and Dr 

Wenjuan Sun [23] have assessed the quantitative research on focal spot 

drift (known as beam drift) with a novel design of a sample;  

• Beam hardening is the result of the underestimation of the complexity of 

the emitted X-ray spectrum as typically the reconstruction process would 

assume the single-wavelength X-ray spectrum, which might lead to the 

misconception of the linear attenuation coefficient in the process of 

reconstruction [6]. Corcoran, H. C. [24] attempted to evaluate the impact 

of beam hardening on the dimensional metrology with the different 

orientations of the workpiece;  

• Ring artefacts is caused by the incorrect alignment of the object, focal spot 

and the detector, and this error could lead to the sharper contrast rings of 

on the sample around the centre of rotation [4];  

• Other error sources could include scattering, metal artefacts, noise, 

aliasing artefacts, sampling artefacts, filtering, rotation axis errors, 

adjustment errors, error from wrong identification of rotation centre, and 

Feldkamp errors [4].  

In addition to the error sources listed above, operator preference could also 

influence the measurement result, however, this error source has not been 
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investigated. The operator can influence the measurement results by interfering 

with the hardware and software:  

• Hardware: voltage, current, position of detector and sample (FDD=Focal 

spot to detector distance, FOD=focal spot to object distance), placement 

of the sample 

• Software: surface determination by selection of voxel specimen in the raw 

data, geometry determination by selecting reference points on the 

determined surface 

The 3D model is obtained by the 3D reconstruction using a large number of 2D 

slice images. The raw 3D model data is a combination of a mass of voxels, which 

is a 3D data unit with specific grey value. Thus, there are no edges or surfaces in 

the raw data. In order to perform dimensional metrology towards samples 

accurately, the surface (or namely the boundary between the material and the 

air) must be determined as precise as possible. Error estimation of surface can 

straightway affect the measurement results. 

The influence of voltage and current of the electron acceleration tube [18] and 

the influence of position [4] has been studied and illustrated. Edge determination 

and subsequent geometry fitting are two essential steps during the whole 

measurement. The raw data with coalition of voxels with different grey values 

after reconstruction transfer to virtual data with surface and shapes for further 

measurement. Proper relative factor settings in hardware and software may help 

to minimise the measurement error, which shall be illustrated in the future 

International standard handbook.  

The overall aim of this study is to develop the simulation data for the XCT soft-

gauge purposes. The numerical samples with specific geometry features 

(cylinder, tube, sphere, cube) will be developed as the reference samples. The 

simulated data is used for testing the 2D slicing images and the dimensional 

measurement error considering scattering-contamination, multi-sampling 

property of the detector, voltage, sample geometry features.  
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2 Literature review 

2.1 The influence factors 

2.1.1 The error 

Each measurand should have the corresponding true value, however, the true 

value cannot be determined. Instead, the reference value (or conventional true 

value) is used as a high precision estimation of the true value [25]. In the 

measuring work, the measured value generally does not fully equal to the 

reference value with the influence of error sources. The absolute measurement 

error is defined as   

∆𝒙= 𝒙 − 𝒙𝟎 

Equation 2 

The relative error is the ratio between the absolute error and the reference value. 

𝜹𝒙 =
𝒙 − 𝒙𝟎

𝒙𝟎

 

Equation 3 

The total error could be explained by the function illustrated below 

𝜺 = 𝑭(∆𝟏, ∆𝟐, ∆𝟑, … , ∆𝒌) 

Equation 4 

where ∆𝑘 means the error generated in each step in Figure 1-3, and 

∆𝒌= 𝒇(𝒙𝒌𝟏, 𝒙𝒌𝟐, … , 𝒙𝒌𝒎, 𝒚𝒌𝟏, 𝒚𝒌𝟐, … , 𝒚𝒌𝒏) 

Equation 5 

where 𝑥𝑘𝑚 indicates the systematic error and 𝑦𝑘𝑛 presents the random error.  

The error sources could be classified in systematic measurement error and 

random measurement error. The term ‘systematic measurement error’ refers to 

the error component which remains unchanged or changed in a predictable trend 

under repeated measurement tests. In the XCT dimensional measurement, the 
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systematic error includes beam hardening (caused by the characteristic of 

polychromatic radiation), cone-beam angle (circular trajectory of the source), 

scattering-contamination (direction change of rays when transmitting through 

inhomogeneous medium) and focal spot size. The random measurement error 

assumes an unpredictable trend when all predictable error sources are under the 

control. The correction of the systematic measurement error could be achieved 

by estimating the systematic error value in repeat tests, while the exact value of 

random error is always undiscovered due to the inability of conducting indefinite 

measurement tests.  

2.1.2 X-ray Scattering 

Scattering is a phenomenon where the photon beam changes the direction when 

transmitting through inhomogeneous medium causing intensity change, direction 

deviation with an angle and (or) energy change (or wavelength change). Thus, in 

the real X-ray computed scanning, when X-ray beams illuminate pixels on the 

detector, the existence of scattering-contamination leading to multispectral, 

unidirectional beams is unavoidable. On that occasion, scattering-contamination 

could broadly influence the quality of 2D slices and further 3D models, which 

could make accurate dimensional measurement arduous.  

In the X-ray attenuation process through the material sample, the loss of X-ray 

photon has two different mechanisms: photoelectric absorption and Compton 

scattering [4]. The photoelectric absorption occurs when the total energy of 

injected photons transfers to the electron in the atom to eject, while the Compton 

scattering is mainly due to the interaction between the incoming photons and the 

electrons at outer shell in the atom.  

The scattered X-ray after attenuation could deviate from the original ray path and 

cause undesirable background on the image where the contrast could be 

reduced. Both the absorption and scattering are energy-dependant, thus the 

attenuation coefficient is not only dependent on the material and density, but also 

related to the energy of injected photons. However, the X-ray beam is not mono-

energetic, and the dimensional measurement result can be significantly affected 
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when only considering the material sample in the reconstruction process relying 

on Equation 1 mentioned in the introduction.  

Alvarez [26] summarised the mathematical method to get the equation for 

determining the attenuation coefficient with constants which are independent to 

the spectrum energy considering both photoelectric effect and Compton 

scattering effect. The article provides the reconstruction protocol deduction 

considering density-dependent scattering.  

There are relatively few historical studies in the area of the influence of scattering 

on the XCT dimensional metrology. Lifton [27] researched the application of beam 

hardening and scattering to the XCT dimensional measurement result by using 

simulated XCT. In his work, Lifton used 5 parallel glass tubes calibrated by CMM 

with the calibrated data of length, inner diameter and outer diameter. After 

simulated scanning, the reconstruction process was conducted and surface was 

determined under ISO 50 and local threshold. It has been reported that under 

ISO 50 scheme, scattering can lower the measurement result of inner diameter 

and rise the result of outer diameter, while in local threshold scheme, the 

scattering has no significant impact on the measurement results. From this study 

it can be assumed that the scattering contamination could be reduced by different 

surface determination protocol.  

2.1.3 Scale Calibration 

The term ‘scale calibration’ tends to be used to refer to the process to assign the 

specific value of ‘pixel’ in 2D slice images and ‘voxel’ in 3D model [4]. For the raw 

data, pre-processed 2D images and 3D reconstructed images, both the pixel and 

the voxel should be associated to the certain length units (m, cm, mm, µm, nm, 

etc.). Usually, the scale calibration’ is accomplished by with a calibrated object 

with known geometrical features. The scale calibration can be performed before 

scanning, or at/after data analysis process. However, the scale calibration should 

be performed for the measurement setup normal operation of the XCT, which 

includes magnification, coordination system related to rotation axis and 

coordinate position of source, object and detector. The magnification is 

determined by the ratio of source-to-object distance (FOD) and source-to-
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detector distance (FDD). Each pixel within the detector can have varying scale 

factor along the centre to the edge, which can cause the inconsistency when 

translating each voxel in the reconstructed 3D model to the specified length unit. 

Precise correction for the pixels calibration along X-Y plain over the detector is 

usually done with the installation of the detector and in such intervals. The 

investigation of scaling error can be converted to whether there are differences 

in the errors when measuring different parts of the sample.  

A number of authors [28,29] have considered the effects of the position to the 

measurement results, however they have complete contrary findings. 

Teeter [29] designed an AM artefact shown in Figure 2-1F with same shapes and 

sizes distributed on different positions. Once the test object was produced, the 

main features were measured by using a measuring microscope with the 

accuracy of 0.5 µm and they were considered as the reference features. 

According to the measured results with XCT, the author concluded that the 

position did not affect the measurement results, which effectively proved that the 

scaling calibration process for each pixel over the X-Y plain of the detector was 

feasible. However, surprisingly, contrary to the above study, Hiller [28] 

demonstrated that in the bias assessment, compared to other parameter settings 

(voltage, current, prefilter thickness, etc.), the position of the section have greater 

impact on the measurement results. However, Tetter’s research only had 1200 

image slices taken while Hiller only took 720 slicing images to reconstruct 3D 

model. In the field of precision study of XCT dimensional metrology, there are 

obvious difficulties in accepting the Hiller’s research conclusion by having only 

720 slicing images taken.  

2.1.4 Surface determination 

The surface in 3D model data is determined by selecting the certain grey value. 

However, the surface determination is difficult because the position of the surface 

is determined by a chosen grey value threshold. Previous research [12,22,30] 

failed to explain how they conducted surface determination by simply explained 

‘surface determined in the software’ which is not acceptable.  
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In dimensional measurement, the most common surface determination 

procedure is using the automatic ISO 50 scheme [4], in which the surface grey 

value is determined by selecting the middle point grey value in the histogram 

between the grey values representing the background and the values 

corresponding to the material. Some of the previous research [31,32] used the 

ISO 50 scheme only.  

Recently researchers are focusing on the peak gradient scheme [18,24,33], 

which is an alternative surface determination protocol where the surface between 

the material and the background (or other materials) is at the point of the greatest 

changing rate of grey value (also named local thresholding). Kathryn [34] studied 

the surface determination by local threshold and measured the geometric 

features such as cylinder diameter, length of an insulin injection device. Kathryn 

concluded that instead of surface determination and geometry fitting, the 

definition of datum system was the main source of total uncertainty (about 11 µm 

– 15 µm). Kraemer [32] investigated the comparison of the influence of different 

searching distances of 2, 4 and 8 voxels under ISO 50 scheme to the 

measurement results. The searching distance is defined by the region where the 

system searches the voxel with the greatest gradient of the grey values, and the 

voxel is defined as surface. Kraemer found that there were no obvious changes 

of deviation for different searching distances, but the application of searching 

distances increased the measurement accuracy compared with auto ISO 50 

scheme only.  

Corcoran [24] used the reference sample of aluminium hole plate produced by 

National Physical Laboratory to investigate beam hardening effect. The 

researcher set the initial threshold roughly between the background and the 

material as the starting threshold, and then the position with highest gradient of 

grey value was detected and defined as new surface. Lifton [33] and Kiekens [18] 

investigated both the ISO 50 scheme and local threshold scheme, however the 

specific local thresholding methods were different. Lifton initially smoothed the 

rough edge range with Gaussian filter, with the reference of Canny method [35]. 

He found that the local thresholding scheme was less sensitive to scattering and 
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beam hardening than ISO 50 scheme. Additionally, Lufton showed that the 

measurement deviation when using ISO 50 scheme did not exceed 60 µm, while 

the local thresholding reduced the deviation to 30 µm. Kiekens also investigated 

both ISO 50 and local thresholding with chrome steel spheres but he did not 

explain details about the local thresholding scheme. The research also showed 

that local thresholding can significantly reduce the deviation. The deviation was 

reduced from 0.142 mm to 0.014 mm (without beam hardening correlation) and 

from 47 µm to 14.5 µm (with beam hardening correlation). Lifton [27] investigated 

the influence of scattering and beam hardening using five calibrated glass tubes 

using XCT simulation scanning under both ISO 50 and local thresholding scheme 

in the post data processing. In this study, Lifton found that both scattering and 

beam hardening had influence on the measurement results in ISO 50 scheme, 

while under local threshold only beam hardening affected the measurement 

result. Townsend [36] investigated the local iterative surface determination 

threshold compared with ISO 50 and Otsu method for surface texture 

measurement, with better accuracy results, but the study did not research the 

local surface determination threshold method without iterative. 

Besides the ISO 50 and local threshold which basically rely on grey value 

histogram, more innovative surface determination schemes were explored. 

Carmignato [37] designed fibre reference sample with holes (inner diameter) 

which had same diameter as the fibres (outer diameter), and found out that the 

deviation of outer and inner diameter had opposite trend with the increase of 

surface determination threshold value. Carmignato assumed that the optimum 

surface extraction was achieved when the deviation between the measured value 

and reference value for both inner diameter and outer diameter were the same. 

Kiekens [21] designed a reference sample with parallel grooves to measure the 

distances between the planes, and the researcher defined different type of the 

surfaces of air-to-material (AM) surface and material-to-air (MA) surface. The 

distance between AM and MA surface (like material thickness) could be affected 

by threshold value while measured distance between same type of surfaces were 

independent to the threshold value.  
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2.2 Additive Manufacturing (AM) Samples 

The review of AM samples could facilitate the design (geometry features, 

position, materials) of AM samples for multiple purposes, including for testing 

XCT dimensional measurement performance.  

There is a large volume of published studies describing the role of AM samples 

in the evaluation of XCT. Current literature [29,38–40] provides some examples 

of AM samples used for the test of XCT system for dimensional measurement 

purposes, as is shown in Figure 2-1. 

Figure 2-1A describes a test part used for the test of the performance of the micro-

production machine. The test part comprises divergent geometry features 

including cubes, stack cylinders, grooves, holes, walls, etc. The researchers 

produced test parts by both micro-milling and additive manufacturing technique. 

The products were scanned by CT machines from Padova (Nikon MCT225) and 

Zaragoza (General Electric eXplore Locus SP cone-beam micro-CT machine). 

The 3D model was compared with CAD nominal value. The maximum deviation 

of the product geometry feature reached -6.4% for CT-Padova and 20.5% for the 

CT-Zaragoza. In the case of CT-Padova, the majority of the deviation 

percentages were less than 1%. This experiment was a good approach to show 

how a CT system behaves as a gauge to measure the AM part, and the 

researchers assumed that the measurement process by CT machine was ideally 

conducted. However, the XCT system could also affect significantly the 

measurement results, thus it was hard to isolate the error caused by AM process. 
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Figure 2-1: The examples of additive manufacturing samples (CAD design and 

products): A:  The test part with varying geometrical features [41]; B. Test AM 

artefact by Mahesh [42]; C: The test artefact built in stainless steel by DMLS  [39]; 

D: NPL’s reference sample [40]; E: The AM test part for the evaluation of angle 

measurement with ‘book open’ feature [43]; F: The testing plate for biomedical 

application by Teeter [29] 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 
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Figure 2-1B shows a benchmark test part designed by Mahesh [42] that helped 

to assess the performance of various AM production machines, including SLA, 

SLS, FDM and LOM. The part contains a plate embedding various geometrical 

features including cones, cylinders, holes, bench parts, comb-shaped grooves 

with varying gaps, spheres, cubes walls. These geometry features have divergent 

dimensions, positions and orientations to ensure comprehensive testing of AM 

systems. The author hypothesised that the principle of designing the above 

geometry features is in line with existing ISO international standards (ISO 12780) 

to reduce further varying definition of geometry features. However, the author 

failed to explain the design principle in detail for each geometry part within the 

test plate.  

Figure 2-1C shows a test part designed by Moylan [39] to test the performance 

of AM manufacturing systems as comprehensively as possible. The test part 

aimed to evaluate the AM system in distinct aspects, such as the capability to 

manufacture parallel and perpendicular features, circular features, fine features, 

etc. In contrast to Mahesh [42], Moylan explained in detail the design principle of 

each geometry feature, which included the macroscopic aspects such as the 

shape, size of the overall plate, the partial geometry design principle like the 

position consideration. The position decision for each geometry features were 

elaborately examined. The design also considered factors during the production 

and latter measurement, such as material, balance approach between the 

required volume and cost, mechanical impact among each part, feasibility of 

measurement using CMM and other measurement tools. What is worth to 

mention is that the designing criteria of the sample for the evaluation of 

systematic errors of AM system was considered deliberatively, because the 

systematic errors within an AM system could be complex and difficult to identify. 

The author listed the systematic errors to be investigated into seven parts, 

including laser beam positioning, axis-positioning, alignment, beam power 

fluctuation, etc. The author gave detailed explanation for the function of each 

geometry features in the article, such as the top surface for testing the feasibility 

for AM system to produce flat surfaces, staircases for testing linear displacement 

errors, etc. 
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Figure 2-1D shows an NPL AM reference sample produced by the University of 

Birmingham [40]. The sample includes two parts: inner part and outer part. The 

protrude and concave parts are positioned with centre symmetry alignment and 

those parts have same geometry features: the cube and the cylinder. The sample 

was used to test the cone beam error of XCT system and laser confocal 

microscope. The test was conducted by measuring the top surface of protrude 

cylinder using both measuring system. The result showed that the measurement 

results from XCT had the deviation of more than 600 µm while deviation from 

laser confocal microscope was around 60 µm, which was 1/10 of the deviation 

from XCT system. The deviation difference implied that cone beam error of XCT 

system for measurement could cause significant deviation, however there are no 

details regarding the setting of XCT system such as the magnification index, and 

surface determination in the literature. In addition, more details in the XCT 

measurement for the AM reference sample can be researched such as the 

cylinder radius, distance measurement in three directions, the deviation 

difference for measuring inner and outer parts individually. This AM reference 

sample could be used as the preliminary research of XCT system for dimensional 

measurement purpose.  

Figure 2-1E is a novel design of ‘book open’ structure AM sample by Castillo [43]. 

The sample includes multiple geometry features like ‘book pages’, holes with 

varying radius, hemisphere, tubes (cylinder and cuboid). The ‘book open’ part is 

designed for testing the capability of both the production in varying angles using 

AM system and angle measurement for various of measuring machines. The 

sample is also capable to test the AM manufacturing ability along distinct 

directions.  

Figure 2-1F is a schematic description of the test plate designed by Teeter [29] 

to test the capability of production of common geometry features compatible to 

medical purposes by metal selective laser melting system. The basic element 

includes four quadrants. Each quadrant contains geometry features including 

walls, cylinders, gaps and holes. The geometry features within the first and 

second quadrants were arranged in axial symmetrical position but the first were 
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protrude while the second were concave. The basic element includes four 

quadrants. Each quadrant contains geometry features including walls, cylinders, 

gaps and holes. The geometry features within the first and second quadrants 

were arranged in axial symmetrical position. The first quadrant contained 

protruding features while the second quadrant was designed with pillars like 

structures. The basic element was replicated and positioned on four corners and 

on the centre of the plate so that the potential loss of production influenced by 

position could be tested. Four lattice features with varying gaps and wall 

thickness were positioned adjacent to four square edges. The measurement 

results showed that it was achievable to produce geometry elements with equal 

shapes and in different dimensions, or in different positions over the plate. Micro-

CT (eXplore Vision 120; GE Healthcare, Canada) utilised the measurement of 

the thinnest lattice while other geometry features were measured by the 

measuring microscope with the accuracy of 0.5 μm. Although the test part was 

primarily designed for testing the AM system production performance, the part 

could also potentially be used for testing the performance of x-ray system 

performance for dimensional measurement purposes. However, at present it is 

unreliable to produce a perfect AM reference sample to test the XCT measuring 

performance because as is mentioned in the literature, the production error for 

small rectangular diameter could be prominent to 194 μm with uncertainty of 40 

μm, which was 194% of original design. The sample was also used for testing the 

scale calibration. 

2.3 Current situation 

As mentioned before, when conducting XCT dimensional measurements, the 

complex error sources should be considered as they can largely influence the 

accuracy and uncertainty of the measurement results. Error sources includes 

beam drift, beam hardening, contamination, scattering, noises, ring artefacts, 

thermal expansion of the sample due to temperature change, humidity, etc.  

However, some of the systematic errors could be compensated with the 

development of XCT systems including hardware and software. The operation 

temperature can be stable to minimise the influence of thermal expansion of the 
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sample. Beam hardening and Feldkanp artefacts can also be eliminated, and the 

view is supported by Kathryn et al [34] who proved that beam hardening and 

Feldkamp artefacts were eliminated after the process of shading correction and 

beam hardening correction. Also, Lifton [33] succeed in compensating the effect 

of beam hardening in XCT scanning.  

But some systematic effects remain unavoidable. A great deal of previous 

research into XCT dimensional measurement has focused on the attempt of the 

compensation of deviations caused by focal drifts, which origins from the heat 

emission during the impact between the electron and the target. Nadia Flay in 

NPL [23] have attempted to investigate the influence of focal spot drift and the 

study found that focal spot drift was inevitable as well as the temperature change, 

which could also result in slight thermal expansion. It was difficult to eliminate the 

beam drift because it is caused by the thermal expansion of X-ray tube which is 

difficult to control. A good approach for the compensation of beam drift was 

presented by Probst [44]. In this study, the influence of beam drift was 

investigated using an in-house XCT simulation software and the compensation 

of focal spot drift was conducted using Matlab code, where compensation settings 

for the first image were also applied on the rest of slicing images, and a method 

for reducing the focal drift were proposed.  Similarly, Frederik VOGELER [45] has 

been intensively investigated the influence of focal spot drift in the projection of 

2D images using a calibrated plate with holes. The work explored a series of focal 

spot compensation experiments using balls with fixed position together with the 

rotated objects in the XCT machine. However, a major problem with this 

experiment was that the research failed to consider the latent thermal expansion 

of the ABS polymer socket and the steel arm connecting the stationary position 

balls with the machine. The coefficient of the material of balls, ABS polymer and 

the steel could differ and the relationship between the position of ball and the 

position of object could be significantly complex.  
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2.4 Research gap 

Considering these evidences, it seems that previous studies about XCT 

dimensional metrology were based on an assumption that the outcome of surface 

determination and geometry fitting were independent to the operator. However, 

there were no systematic experimental evidence showing that the choice of 

surface determination, voltage and geometry determination available to the 

operator in these two stages did not impact the measurement result.  

2.5 Conclusion 

The previous section has shown that the designing principles of AM samples for 

test AM system purpose have been comprehensively established, and those 

studies outline a critical role for making a potential assumption principle for 

designing the AM sample for evaluating the performance of the measuring 

machine itself.  

Overall, these studies highlight the need for investigating the performance of the 

XCT visualisation software as a soft gauge in dimensional measurement. The 

evidence presented in this section suggests that in the AM production 

measurement aspect, three error sources could affect the dimensional 

measurement results:  

1. From measuring machine (hardware and software) 

2. From the establishment of reference value for comparison 

However, such studies remain narrow in focus dealing only with the assessment 

of XCT system for measurement (1) without considering the other two                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

error sources (2 and 3) which could make the research insufficient. Taken 

together, in terms of the XCT dimensional measurement, these studies and the 

error sources listed above suggest that in order to investigate the performance of 

XCT system for measuring solely, it would be essential to eliminate the influence 

on errors from both the manufacturing process and formation of comparable 

reference value.  

In summary, it has been shown from this review that the essential conditions for 

establishment of international standard for dimensional metrology using XCT in 
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the field of additive manufacturing are insufficient due to the lack of research over 

the influencing factors to the measurement. Eliminating the random errors 

described above in XCT research is the critical factor for the understanding of 

systematic factors to the measurement errors.  
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3 Methodology and Methods 

3.1 Objectives 

1. Design of reference artefact data 

2. Simulation scanning towards different type of numerical reference 

samples under controlled value (multi-sampling and scattering-

contamination) 

3. Research the influence of scanning factors to the measurement result 

3.2 Simulation of XCT measurements 

Use of simulation rather than actual scanning eliminates the errors sources from 

XCT hardware like beam hardening, beam drift, temperature change, humidity 

influence, contamination ring artefacts. Simulations can also control other 

variables, like changing voltage/current, scattering, multi-sampling. Typical XCT 

measurements are usually time-consuming, and simulations scanning could 

reduce the experimental time tremendously. 

The numerical reference sample produced by software platform could include 

perfect geometry features like true value rather than reference value with 

potential errors, and when calculating the deviation further in the study, the 

deviation could be calculated by comparing the measured value with true 

reference value so that the error source from determining the reference value of 

samples was eliminated. 

aRTist version 2.1.0 was used to conduct simulation scanning. Developed by a 

German company, aRTist can simulate X-ray radiation process under preferred 

settings in actual experimental XCT scanning, like voltage, current, filters, FDD 

and FOD distances, scattering, multi-sampling on detectors, detector type, pixel 

and sizes, materials, focal spot size, noise factors, number of slices for complete 

CT scanning.  

This study investigated voltage, current, scattering for 2D slices. Scattering-

contamination, multi-sampling and cone-beam error were researched for 3D 

images regarding their influence on the measurement error.  
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3.3 The numerical samples 

3.3.1 The NIST artefact 

 

Figure 3-1: The NIST test artefact [46]  

Figure 3-1 shows a description of an artefact designed by NIST laboratory, and 

this artefact is primarily used for testing the performance of AM production 

systems comprehensively, combining complex geometry features within the 

sample. STL file is available for importing into the simulation software, and the 

purpose of this numerical sample is to conduct initial testing of the simulation 

scanning software under varying settings, like voltage change, current change, 

multi-sampling, etc. 
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3.3.2 The nesting spheres 

 

CAD model platform Autodesk Inventor 

Material Al 

Figure 3-2: The nesting spheres sample 

Figure 3-2 presents a numerical sample consisting of nesting spheres, which was 

an incipient design for the measurement of spheres using XCT. This design 

enables one-time-scanning for the spheres with varying dimensions and types 

(inner and outer) of diameters, and for instance, the measurement of inner 

diameters is available for R=1 mm, 3mm, 5 mm, 7 mm and for outer diameters 

R=0.5 mm, 2 mm, 4 mm, 6 mm and 8 mm. The design of combining variable 

dimensions and diameter types could evaluate the measurement error in respect 

to the factor of geometry features of spheres which would be helpful for further 

research.  
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3.3.3 The tube 

 

Outer diameter 10 mm 

Inner diameter 6 mm 

Length 20 mm 

CAD model platform Autodesk Inventor, aRTist in-built, 

Solidwork 

Material Al 

Figure 3-3 The numerical tube sample 

Figure 3-3 shows the tube sample designed with three different CAD platforms 

with specific geometry features. The numerical sample was designed for the initial 

test of personal influence on measurement results in different cone beam angles 

for the measurement of outer cylinder and inner cylinder. Meanwhile, different 

CAD model platforms were used to generate STL files and test the influence of 

CAD soft-platforms on the simulation scanning.  
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3.3.4 Stack Cylinders 

 

Outer diameter A: 1 mm to 11 mm 

Inner diameter 1 mm to 9 mm 

Height for each tube 1 mm 

CAD model platform Autodesk Inventor 

Material Al 

Figure 3-4: The design and geometry features of stack cylinders 
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3.3.5 The stack tubes 

 

Outer diameter 1 mm to 11 mm 

Inner diameter 1 mm to 9 mm 

Height for each tube 1 mm 

CAD model platform Autodesk Inventor 

Material Al 

Figure 3-5: The stack tubes and specifications 

Figure 3-5 describes the 3D model of numerical stack tubes sample, which is an 

upgrade of the tube shown in section 3.3.3. The design enables the test in varying 

inner and outer diameters for human factor on measurement results. In addition, 

the sample was used to test the influence factor of scattering and multi-sampling 

on measurement results in varying inner or outer diameters.  
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3.3.6 The cube-cylinder AM sample 

 

Figure 3-6: The cube-cylinder AM sample 

Figure 3-6 shows the sample consists of positive/negative cube and cylinder with 

the same dimensions in centric symmetry distribution. designed by National 

Physical Laboratory. The sample described in Figure 3-6 was used in the 

following tests: the comparison of experimental and simulation data; how 

scattering and detector multi-sampling influenced the measurement results of 

diameter and side length in positive/negative geometry features; the influence of 

personal factors on measurement error for those geometry features. 

3.4 2D simulation data acquisition 

Prior to complete 3D scans, 2D scan offered and effective way of testing the 

single projected images regarding numerical test samples by simulation XCT 

simulation scanning. The reconstruction process analyses a stack of 2D images 

and converts to 3D model data, thus it has been believed that the quality of 3D 

model data depends on the quality of 2D projected images waiting for 

reconstructing to 3D model data. 2D simulation data acquisition aimed to give a 

preliminary evaluation of 2D projected images towards simple and complex 

samples in diverse simulation scanning parameters.  
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The basic methodology in this experimental part is comparison, with respect of 

different scanning parameters, and in this experiment, voltage, current and 

scattering were tested.  

The NIST artefact (Figure 3-1), nesting spheres (Figure 3-2) were used for 2D 

scanning. Varying parameters were set as listed below 

Settings index Voltage (kV) Current (mA) Scattering 

1 120 1 N/A 

2 120 10 N/A 

3 80 10 N/A 

4 120 1 McRay 2e7 photons 

Table 3-1: The XCT simulation scanning settings for the acquisition of 2D 

projected images for NIST numerical sample, testing the influence of voltage, 

current and scattering contamination 

The variable scanning settings here included voltage, current, and scattering-

contamination. Within those settings, comparison of individual scanning 

parameters was reliable with retaining other scanning factors same. The 

acquired images were imported into ImageJ and comparison and analysis were 

conducted.  

3.5 3D simulation scanning 

Experimental work towards data acquisition by 3D simulation scanning were 

performed for the investigation of scanning parameter settings, data analysis for 

different numerical samples. The common preparation works prior to individual 

studies includes:  

• Numerical sample acquisition as STL file by 3D design software: 

Autodesk Inventor, Solidwork and in-built system (as illustrated in the 

numerical samples presented in Section 3.3) 

• Imported the STL file into the aRTist 2.1.0 and the STL numerical data 

sample acted as the testing sample in XCT scanning 
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• Depending on the individual circumstances, scanning parameter were 

set in aRTist software which is presented in the following individual 

sections. 

• The in-built program CtScan in aRTist was performed with total rotation 

angle of 360 degrees and 3143 total projected images, which means that 

the angle step size was 0.11454 degrees between two adjacent images.  

• The projected images were imported into the reconstruction software (CT 

Pro 3D developed by Nikon XCT) and 3D raw data was generated by 

reconstruction after beam hardening correction (preset index 1) 

denoising (ramp cut off frequency 50%) 

• The 3D raw data was imported into the VGStudio MAX 3.2, and local 

threshold edge detection was performed using ‘define by selecting 

example area’. The term ‘define by selecting example area’ is the 

process in which the peak values of background and material in the 

histogram are determined by manually selection in the 3D raw data. 

Once the surfaces were determined, the geometry determination was 

addressed using Gaussian Least Square scheme by selecting reference 

points on the surface which would generate thousands of fitting points. 

Following the generation of according geometry features which comply 

Gaussian Least Square rule against fitting points, measurements were 

conducted over those geometrical shapes and comparisons of measured 

measurements with CAD data were implemented.  

3.5.1 Nesting spheres 

The sample shown in Figure 3-2 were used for the complete 3D scanning for 

testing. It was a preliminary research over the complete measurement of spheres 

using simulation XCT scanning.  
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Voltage 120 kV Current 1 mA 

FOD 300 mm FDD 1200 mm 

Magnification 4X Number of Slices 3143 

Detector size 400mm×400mm Detector Pixels 2000×2000 

Voxel size 50 µm   

Table 3-2: Scanning parameters for the nesting sphere 

3.5.2 The stack tubes 

The common settings in the simulation scanning of stack tubes were set as 

follows 

Voltage 120 kV Current 0.1 mA 

FOD 60 mm FDD 1200 mm 

Magnification 20X Number of Projections 3143 

Detector size 400mm×400mm Detector Pixels 2000×2000 

Voxel size 10 µm   

Table 3-3: The scanning parameter for stack tubes 

For the stack tubes, 6 different scanning parameters were set in the following 

illustrations, where ‘X’ means NOT APPLIED and ‘●’ means APPLIED.  
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Setting index Scattering Multi-

sampling 3×3 

Multi-

sampling 5×5 

Multi-

sampling 30 

1 X X X X 

2 ● X X X 

3 X ● X X 

4 X X ● X 

5 X X X ● 

6 ● X ● X 

Table 3-4: Six variable scanning parameters for stack tubes 

3.5.3 The Cube-Cylinder AM sample 

Voltage 100 kV Current 0.2 mA 

FOD 144 mm FDD 1200 mm 

Magnification 8.33X Number of Projections 3143 

Detector size 400mm×400mm Detector Pixels 2000×2000 

Voxel size 24 µm   

Table 3-5: Common scanning parameters for the Cube-Cylinder AM sample 

Individual scanning parameters were set as follows: 
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Setting index Scattering Multi-

sampling 3×3 

Multi-

sampling 5×5 

1 X X X 

2 ● X X 

3 X ● X 

4 X X ● 

5 ● ● X 

6 ● X ● 

Table 3-6: The variable scanning parameters of the Cube-Cylinder AM sample 

3.5.4 The tube (Figure 3-3) for investigating cone beam angles 

Voltage 100 kV Current 0.2 mA 

FOD 80 mm FDD 1200 mm 

Magnification 15X Number of Projections 3143 

Detector size 400mm×400mm Detector Pixels 2000×2000 

Voxel size 13.333 µm Scattering N/A 

Multi-sampling 3x3 Fitting points 3001 

Table 3-7: Scanning parameters for the investigation of cone beam angles 

The numerical tube sample was scanned under the conditions listed in Table 3-7. 

In the geometry determination step, circles were selected in different position of 

the tube, with according X-ray cone beam angles.  
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4 Results and Discussions 

4.1 2D scanning 

4.1.1 The test of complex 2D samples by aRTist software 

4.1.1.1 Voltage 

After the position of the detector, sample and the source were fitted, two single 

scanning was performed under the voltage of 120kV and 80kV respectively while 

other parameters remained the same. The exposure time was automatically 

calculated when the maximum grey value was set to 60000. 
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A1 

A2 

B: 80kV 

B1 

B2 

A:120kV 
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Figure 4-1: A and B. The image showing the grey value obtained under the voltages 

of 120kV (A) and 80kV (B). A1 and B1: The histogram of grey values within the 

yellow circles in image A and B respectively. A2 and B2: The plot of blue lines 

indicating grey value distribution within image A and B respectively.  

In XCT machine, increasing the voltage can effectively decrease the wavelength 

of emitted X-ray and thus increase the intensity of X-ray illuminating the pixels of 

the detectors after attenuation through the sample.  

Figure 4-1 A and B provide the simulated greyscale images showing the intensity 

of X-rays after passing through the object under the voltages of 120kV and 80kV, 

respectively. A1 and B1 are the grey value histograms within the yellow circle 

zones in image A and B. In A2 and B2 the grey values are plotted across the 

horizontal centre line (blue lines) in image A and B. 

As expected, in A1 and B1 the mean grey value was 25756 under 120kV while it 

was only 18638 under 80kV, which indicates that the intensity of X-ray under 

120kV illuminating the detector was greater than under 80kV after attenuation 

through the material. 
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 Figure I: The grey value histogram for varying regions 

 Figure II: The 2D slice image under the voltage of 120KV with alphabet labels 
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Figure 4-2: The histogram in different regions within the slice image for the voltage 

of 120kV.  

Surprisingly, a further issue that emerged from A1 and B1 was that the standard 

deviation of grey values in higher voltage was more significant than in lower 

voltage. It could be believed that the value of standard deviations could reflect 

the degree of noise. Thus, it could be found that X-ray projection with greater 

voltage acceleration generated more noises than X-ray with lower voltage 

acceleration. Figure 4-2 provides the histogram results obtained by selecting 

different regions within the NIST sample projection image under the voltage of 

120 kV. In Figure 4-2 there is a clear trend of decreasing standard deviations for 

thicker penetration. To be specific, the region with void penetration (area A) could 

see the most considerable grey value standard deviation of 448.727, while the 

darkest area (thickest part, area F) had shown the least standard deviation of 

150.136. Hence, it could conceivably be hypothesised that the emitted X-ray was 

not the mono-spectrum, but the spectrum with multiple wavelengths. The X-ray 

generated by greater voltage could bear more multiple wavelength particles with 

more fluctuated intensity, which could generate maximum noises on the detector 

as shown in Region A. Differences of the sample thickness, or in other words, the 

attenuation travel distance, might have influenced the constitution of the X-ray 

spectrum, where X-ray with specific frequencies might have been entirely 

absorbed, which formed a trend to mono-spectrum. The more attenuation 

distance that the X-ray travelled, more absorption occurred, and more trend to 

mono-spectrum and mono-intensity, and fewer noises generated onto the 

detector.  

According to A2 and B2, because of the set of maximum grey values of 60000, 

the grey values at the centre were similar when the X-ray particles transported 

from X-ray source to the detector through the centre hole without attenuation 

through bulk material. One of the most notable differences between 120kV and 

800kV group is that the time recorded was 12.27s for 120kV and 37.81s for 80kV. 

For the grey values indicating attenuation through materials, as shown in A2 and 

B2, it is obvious to observe that the 120kV group reported significantly more grey 

value than the 80kV group. The time difference indicated that the detector needs 
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more exposure time to reach the same maximum value of 60000 under 80 kV 

without the material. This result may be explained by the fact that due to the 

smaller amount of intensity of X-ray under 80kV, in order to reach the same grey 

value raised from direct illumination, more time should be used. Besides, a 

possible explanation for the inconsistency of grey values under 80kV and 120kV 

may be the lack of adequate intensity to attenuate through the material. There 

was a fewer possibility for X-ray with lower energy (80kV group) to penetrate 

through the material compared with 120kV group generating X-ray with the 

shorter wavelength.  

To sum, the higher voltage could have boosted the ability of attenuation and 

increased the chance for reaching the detector, but higher voltage also could 

have generated extra noises on the projected images, which could decrease the 

quality of the image and thus affect the error of further measurement.  

4.1.1.2 Current 

The current can effectively increase the intensity of X-ray without changing the 

spectrum features. To be specific, the wavelength feature and the frequency 

feature are stable when changing the current only. It was expected that the 

proportions between two grey values chosen randomly from two different X-ray 

beams reaching detector pixels after the attenuation through two same material 

parts with different thickness would not change. Two sets of experiment were 

conducted under the same voltage of 120kV, and under the current of 1mA and 

10mA respectively. The result showed that no apparent differences were found 

for the two images in the different current, but the exposure time was 123s and 

12.3s under the current of 1 mA and 10 mA respectively. A possible explanation 

is that without changing the acceleration voltage which primarily determines the 

energy of X-ray beams, the current value represents the number of photons 

penetrating the region of unit area per second. As tenfold current applied, the 

region with same area was permeated by tenfold photons per second, and the 

time for the illumination against pixels on the detector to reach the same grey 

value in 2D slices was reduced by ten times.  
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4.1.1.3 Scattering 

 

Figure 4-3: The comparison of applying scattering through the simulation XCT 

scanning to the NIST numerical reference sample 

No scattering Scattering 

A1 

A2 

B1 

B2 

A1 

A2 

B1 

B2 
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Figure 4-3 compares the histogram results obtained from XCT simulation 

scanning under the conditions of ‘no scattering’ and ‘scattering’ by selecting two 

individual zones within each image. ‘Scattering’ projection is different from ‘non-

scattering’ in a few respects. Firstly, there is a slight increase of the standard 

deviation for the ‘scattered’ image compared with the ‘non-scattered’ image, with 

the average increase of 10 unit in the grey value in standard deviation. The 

reason could be attributed to the fact that the scattered X-ray after the penetration 

process might lead to more dispersion of the intensity which would be reflected 

from the detector.  

 

Figure 4-4: The comparison of mean grey value in different ladder layers (shown 

as attenuation thickness) within the projected image by ‘non-scattered’ and 

‘scattered’ X-ray beams.  

Secondly, there were also differences in the mean grey value when comparing 

the same regions for ‘scattering’ and ‘non-scattering’ X-ray beams. Figure 4-4 

compares the summary statistics for the mean grey value differences for varying 

attenuation thickness by non-scattered and scattered X-ray beams. What stands 

out in this figure is the steady growth of mean grey value differences when the 
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attenuated material became thicker. In general, the grey value of projection by 

scattered X-ray was higher than non-scattered X-ray, which could be illustrated 

by 0 mm thickness in Figure 4-4, where there is an only 13.33 increase of the 

grey value for scattered X-ray. What is interesting in this figure is the continual 

growth of the differences (calculated by scattered mean value subtracts non-

scattered mean value) with the increase of thickness, and the difference is likely 

to show a steady increasing trend for the thickness over 17mm. This result 

indicates that for 2D slices, the influence level of scattering-contaminated X-ray 

beam could be largely related to the attenuation distance. 

 

4.1.2 Stack cylinders 

 

 

Figure 4-5: 3D view of large stack cylinders and the scanned image from aRTist 

Figure 4-5A shows the 3D view of 10 stack cylinders with diameters from 100 mm 

to 10 mm with 10 mm intervals, and each cylinder has the thickness of 10 mm. 

The design philosophy of stack cylinders is that researcher can use this reference 

A B 
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sample to test factors related to varying sizes simultaneously. Figure 4-5B shows 

the 2D scanning image got from aRTist software.  

The image was imported into ImageJ software, and the dimensional scale was 

set according to the datum line indicating 12mm in Figure 4-5B.  The diameters 

were measured by the selection of each circle after choosing different threshold 

grey values. Finally, the diameters were calculated by measured area values for 

each selected circle.  

 

Figure 4-6: The result of diameters of 2D scanning of stack cylinders 

Figure 4-6 describes the error of measured diameter against the CAD design data 

and the deviation percentage. It is worth highlighting that the trend of deviation 

percentage appears linear distribution, from 6.2% at Φ=10mm to 0.0074% at 

Φ=100mm. The maximum deviation was 1.67mm at the diameter of 50mm, and 

the trend of deviation goes up from 10 to 50 mm and decreases from 50 mm to 

100 mm. 
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4.1.3 2D scan of nesting spheres 

 

 

Figure 4-7: The 2D scan image of nesting sphere with aRTist at the FOD distance 

of 300 mm. 

The 2D tests were performed within aRTist software under two controlling 

parameters: FOD distances of 900mm and 300mm respectively.  

 

Figure 4-8: The deviation result of the error and deviation percentages of 2D 

scanning of spheres 
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Figure 4-8 describes the errors and error percentages of 2D scanning images of 

the sphere sample in two O-to-D distances. The reason why deviations at the 

radius of 8mm were 0 was that the 8mm sphere was set as the standard scale. 

According to the cone beam error for in the XCT scanning, it was assumed that 

the deviation would decrease with more FOD distance. However, on the contrary, 

the deviations for FOD distance of 300 mm was less than for FOD distance of 

900 mm.  

4.2 The test of 3D numerical samples 

4.2.1 Nesting Spheres 

 

Figure 4-9: Error results for the dimensional measurement of spheres 

Figure 4-9 illustrates the measured error compared with CAD model design data. 

Surfaces were determined based on the local threshold scheme. A significant 

improvement was achieved compared with the error results under 2D scanning 

which was described in Figure 4-8. Compared with the minimum deviation of 

18µm in the 2D scanning of spheres, the maximum error was only -0.41µm. 

Similar to 2D scans, the deviation percentages show lower for spheres with a 

higher radius. However, all deviations compared with the CAD model had the 
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negative sign, which means that the measured values are smaller than CAD 

reference value.  

4.2.2 Stack Cylinders 

4.2.2.1 Large cylinders 

The shape of the sample described in this experiment is shown in Figure 4-5, with 

the maximum CAD design diameter of 100mm. The voltage and current of the 

tube were set as 120kV and 1mA. 

 

Figure 4-10: The visualization result of XCT scanning of stack cylinders with 

maximum diameter of 100mm 

The two images in Figure 4-10 describe the 3D visualisation after simulation XCT 

scanning and reconstruction process towards the 100mm stack cylinders in the 

oblique view and x-z plain view respectively. It is obvious to find that noises arose 

within the cylinders with the diameters above 80mm, thus finding the surface of 

the 90mm cylinder could be troublesome.  This result could suggest that 80mm 

of thickness could be a limit for the traversing of the X-ray beams with 120kV 

voltage and 1mA current. Above 80 mm of thickness, lack of data could emerge 

resulting vast noises.  

According to the 2D scanning results illustrated in Figure 4-2, the standard 

deviation for the grey value in the 2D image showed a decreasing trend with rising 

X-ray attenuation distance. However, based on the experimental fact of the vast 

noises in the cylinders above 80 mm diameter, a possible explanation for this 
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might be that the ‘noise’ in reconstructed model data is not the reflection of ‘noise’ 

in 2D images. ‘2D noise’ was generated by the fluctuation of grey values or the 

fluctuation of X-ray intensities illuminating the detector (and after attenuation). 

Considering the default set of noise removal in 3D reconstruction, the ‘3D noise’ 

might be the result of improper noise removal process for some fractions in 2D 

images which had a less standard deviation in grey value (or less noising). The 

result of noise removal resulted in over noise reduction for thick parts which 

generated ‘3D noise’ in the 3D model. It is possible, therefore, that noise removal 

should not be unquestioningly conducted in 3D reconstruction for thick parts, 

where reached 80 mm in this study.  

 

Figure 4-11: The deviation result and deviation percentage for 100mm stack 

cylinders under 3D scanning and reconstruction 

The result of measurement errors and error percentage for the 100 mm stack 

cylinders are illustrated in Figure 4-11. In general, compared with the 

measurement results under 2D scan, 3D scanning shows considerable 

improvement in accuracy, where maximum deviation was 9.5µm for the smallest 

cylinder with the diameter of 10mm. However, two of the results show the 

negative value, indicating that the measured value was less than the CAD design 

data. Furthermore, unlike the stable trend of the deviation percentage for 2D 

scanning, there are fluctuations in the deviation percentage under 3D XCT 

scanning.  
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4.2.2.2 Small stack cylinders 

 

Figure 4-12: The visualization result of 3D simulated XCT scanning for 10mm 

cylinder 

The maximum diameter of small stack cylinders was 10mm, with the same shape 

as described in Figure 4-5. Figure 4-12 shows the visualisation of the 3D 

simulation XCT scanning towards 10mm stack cylinders. While there are still 

noises at the bottom of 10mm cylinder, it is significantly evident to observe the 

surface of the material compared with specific cylinders above 80 mm within the 

100 mm stack cylinders. Hence, it could conceivably be hypothesised that 

reduced attenuation distance could decrease the volume of noise voxels in the 

3D reconstructed module.  
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Figure 4-13: The error results for dimensional measurement of 10mm stack 

cylinders 

Figure 4-13 presents the dimensional measurement errors for the radius of each 

cylinder within 10 mm stack cylinders. There was a vast improvement in reducing 

the deviation from 9.5 µm at the diameter of 10 mm in 100 mm stack cylinders to 

1.6µm at the diameter of 8 mm in 10 mm stack cylinders. Except for the radius of 

4 and 5 mm cylinders, other measurement errors for other cylinders were less 

than 1 µm. It is clear to observe that the overall size of the sample had an 

enormous impact on the measurement error. Besides, most of the deviations 

have the positive value, indicating that measured value by XCT was larger than 

origin CAD design values, except for the data from the cylinder with the radius of 

3 mm, whose measured diameter error was -0.15 µm. The measurement error 

shown here is basically random. It can be hypothesised that the errors are the 

result of combined influence of the spatial position and the X-ray penetration 

distance.  
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4.2.3 Stack tubes (open stack cylinders) 

 

Figure 4-14: Visualisation result for the stack tubes after simulated XCT scanning 

and reconstruction 

Figure 4-14 shows the visualisation models in 3D view and x-z plane view for 

open stack cylinders. Compared with the visualisation results for large and small 

cylinders described in Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-12, the visualisation results for 

open stack cylinders is positive considering noise level. Primarily decreased 

noises eased the detection of surfaces resulting from a shorter distance for X-ray 

beams to attenuate the material.  

4.2.3.1 With and without McRay scattered X-ray [33] 

 

Figure 4-15: The deviation results for the 3D XCT simulated scanning to open stack 

cylinders in two implements: without McRay scattering (thick lines) and with 

McRay scattering (thin lines) 

X-ray direction 
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Figure 4-15 describes the measurement deviation of inner and outer diameters 

for the open stack cylinders attenuated by non-scattered and scattered X-ray. 

What is striking is that measurement errors for both inner and outer diameters 

show the similar trends. As shown in Figure 4-15, all four lines show smooth 

curves for radius from 0.5 mm to 3 mm, then a sharp increase to the radius of 4 

mm, and finally decrease to 5 mm radius.  

The implement of McRay scattering had no noticeable impact on the 

measurement results, except for the inner and outer radius of 1mm, where the 

scattered X-ray produced an increase of 0.1 µm, which is 1/100 of the voxel size. 

By the present results, the previous study by Lifton (2017) [27] have 

demonstrated that the X-ray scattering contamination had no significant impact 

on the measurement result for inner and outer cylinders under the local threshold 

surface determination scheme, and the changes resulting from scattered X-ray 

was 1/20 of the voxel size. This study was successful as the corroborated the 

conclusion summarised by Lifton, with a vast improvement from 1/20 of Lifton 

research to 1/100 in this study. This data and discussion suggest that though 

scattering contamination is inevitable when producing X-ray, scattering 

contaminated X-ray would be a minute or negligible factor influencing the future 

X-ray dimensional measurement.  
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4.2.3.2 With Multi Sampling only 

 

Figure 4-16: The deviation results of inner and outer diameters of open stack 

cylinders without multi-sampling (thick line) or with multi-sampling (3×3, thin line)  

There are no previous work concerning the multi-sampling. Figure 4-16 presents 

the measurement errors of the inner and outer diameters of open stack cylinders 

with or without multi-sampling. A positive finding is that the implement of multi-

sampling could significantly increase the measurement accuracy compared with 

no settings of multi-sampling. The measurement error for inner diameters of 

cylinders with the radius of 2mm and 2.5mm had reduced remarkably to 0.05µm, 

compared with 0.25µm and 0.2µm with no multi-sampling settings. The error 

decrease might ascribe the improvement of 2D slices by means of 3X3 multi-

sampling. However, for outer diameters, the result indicated that the 

measurement error was generally higher than inner diameter measurement 

errors. 
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Figure 4-17: The deviation results of inner and outer diameters of open stack 

cylinders with different multi-sampling schemes (3×3, 5×5 and 30) 

Figure 4-17 illustrates the measurement errors for inner and outer diameters of 

open stack cylinders with varying multi-sampling schemes. Although the 

implication of multi-sampling could increase the accuracy compared with no multi-

sampling settings, further increase of multi-sampling value has no impact on the 

accuracy of measurement, and the trends were irregular as a function of multi-

sampling value.   

4.2.3.3 With Multi Sampling (5×5) and McRay scattering simultaneously 

Figure 4-18 describes the deviation results for measuring the radius of inner and 

outer cylinders under four parameter settings: without either multi-sampling or 

McRay scattering, multi-sampling (5x5) only; McRay scattering only; multi-

sampling (5x5) and McRay scattering simultaneously. 

The pixel size was 10µm×10µm, (voxel size of 10µm×10µm×10µm), and the 

maximum deviation was around 1.45 µm in measuring the outer diameter of the 

4 mm radius with the condition of considering McRay, and the maximum deviation 

was about 14.5% of the pixel size. However, except for the measurement result 
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to 4mm radius outer diameter, all other measurement results were below 1 µm, 

with the maximum deviation of 0.965 µm (9.65% of pixel size). Regarding the 

outer radius, under the parameter setting of multi-sampling only, there was no 

visible fluctuation for the deviation, and the mean value of deviation was 

approximately 0.5 µm; The application of McRay increased the magnitude of 

fluctuation, but the mean deviation value was also approximately 0.5 µm. It is 

interesting to find that when applying both multi-sampling and McRay, the 

deviation value was similar compared with applying multi-sampling 5x5 only. 

Similarity, there are no apparent differences in the deviation trends with non-

scattering-contaminated and scattering-contaminated X-ray. The result indicates 

that scattering contaminated X-ray had a little impact on the measurement results 

when measuring the radius with the use of local thresholding with the application 

of sub-pixel detector, which is a deepening understanding of Lifton’s findings [27].  

 

Figure 4-18: The deviation result for the application of multi-sampling (5x5) and 

McRay scattering 

4.2.3.4 Thickness comparison 

The thickness is defined as the perpendicular distances between two adjacent 

planes vertical to the rotation axis on the cylinders. Each plane was defined using 

the Gaussian fitting protocol with around 1000 fitting points on the determined 

surface by the local threshold scheme, and the distances were measured by 

using measurement tool calculating the vertical distance between two adjacent 
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planes. The measurement was conducted under all six scanning conditions 

(shown in Table 3-4). 

 

Figure 4-19: The comparison of the deviation results under four scanning 

parameters, and each of graph represents the comparison between A. no 

scattering no multi-sampling, scattering no multi-sampling; B. no scattering no 

A 

B 

C 
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multi-sampling, no scattering multi-sampling 3x3, no scattering multi-sampling 

5x5; C. no scattering multi-sampling 5x5, scattering multi-sampling 5x5. 

Each figure in Figure 4-19 describes the comparison of measurement deviation 

of thickness of open stack cylinder under simulation scanning under two or three 

scanning parameters. The most significant deviation of 0.8 µm (8% of the pixel 

size) took place for measuring the 7th cylinder under no multi-sampling no 

scattering. The purpose of this experiment was to identify that whether multi-

sampling and scattering influenced the measuring geometry features along the 

rotational axis, rather than vertical to the rotational axis as the previous 

experiments regarding radius measurement did. An inspection of the data in 

Figure 4-19 A and C reveals that scattering had no noticeable impact on the 

measurement error, and it was independent of the multi-sampling application, 

and in accordance with the present results, the previous study [33] have also 

demonstrated that scattering had no significant effect on the measurement result 

when using local thresholding surface determination protocol.  

 

4.3 AM artefacts 

 

Figure 4-20: The test sample designed by National Physical Laboratory, with 

positive cube and cylinder and the according negative cube and cylinder 

X 

Y 

Z 
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The sample and main testing procedures were illustrated in Section 3.3.6 and 

Section 0. The surface was determined by local thresholding with choosing the 

example of background and material manually. The measurement for 

positive/negative cylinders was similar as in stack cylinders, with cylinder fitting 

with the Gaussian fit protocol. In order to measure the distance between planes, 

planes were defined in Gaussian fitting by clicking 20 points on the surface, and 

over 1000 fitting points were generated. Each plane was defined third times in 

order to investigate the user impact on the measurement, and nine measurement 

results were obtained based on six fitted planes representing two actual planes. 

The measurement parts were named as follows, for instance: Cubic Neg side 

length X-axis represents the perpendicular distance along the X-axis between 2 

planes parallel to Y-Z plane (perpendicular to X-axis) in the negative cube. 
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Figure 4-21: A: The measurement error results for the sample in 6 scanning 

parameters for different geometry features based on the average of 9 

measurement results; B: The deviation comparison with serious of subtraction, 

where N/A means the scanning parameter of non-scattered X-ray & no multi-

sampling applied, and for example, ‘3x3 & McRay-McRay’ means the data was 

acquired by subtracting the average deviation (Scattered X-ray only) from the 

deviation (3x3 multi-sampling & scattered X-ray), and yellow blocks indicate that 

under the row showing ‘X-Y’, the absolute value of deviation of condition X is lower 

than Y; C: Six scanning parameters indicated by numbers, which presents 

numbers in  

Figure 4-21 A and D; D: Standard deviation of the error for all 6 scanning 

parameters for different geometry features based on 9 individual measurements  

Figure 4-21 presents the measurement deviation results for the different type of 

geometry features under all six scanning parameters. It is obvious to find that the 

deviations are different with the change of scanning parameters or the different 

type of geometry features to be measured.  

The single most striking observation to emerge from the data comparison was 

the remarkably similar deviation for the measurement of inner and outer cylinders 

under all six scanning parameters, where the maximum deviation difference was 

0.0671 µm which was about 1/357 of the voxel size when comparing 5x5 & 

McRay and 5x5 for the outer cylinder. The findings of this study do not support 

the previous research of the scanning of stack tubes, where the application of 

multi-sampling had a considerable impact on the measurement of cylinders.  

For all geometry features, the measurement on inner cubic along the rotation axis 

(Z-axis in Figure 4-20) had greater deviations compared with other geometry 

features, and the most significant deviation was 10.2934 µm (42.89% of the voxel 

size) under multi-sampling of 5x5. Although the application of 3x3 multi-sampling 

detector reduced the deviation to 7.4732 µm, it still reached 31.1% of the voxel 

size, and the application of 5x5 multi-sampling detector did not have any 

improvement.  
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However, there are contrary comparison results for the measurement of the outer 

cube along the Z-axis, where the application of 3x3 multi-sampling deteriorated 

the measurement result, and 5x5 multi-sampling reduced the deviation to -0.1 µm 

(1/240 of voxel size) with non-scattered X-ray and -0.25 µm (1/96 of voxel size) 

with scattering-contaminated X-ray. These results may help us to understand that 

in real future scanning, an unquestioning increase of sub-pixels on the detector 

for multi-sampling might not lead to good measurement results.  

Those findings indicate that the orientation in the distance measurement using 

XCT is a significant factor that should be considered, especially when measuring 

the distance along the rotation axis.  

Figure 4-21B displays the explicit comparison of measurement errors integrating 

the scanning parameters and the geometry features, where yellow blocks 

indicate better resulting (less deviation) with applied scanning parameters. If we 

now turn to the scattering-contaminated X-ray contribution section, the most 

significant deviation change is 0.6748 µm which is less than 1/35 of the voxel size 

when measuring big cube along X-axis when comparing 3x3 & McRay and 3x3. 

These results are in accord with the previous studies in this thesis and Lifton’s 

[27] studies indicating the negligible influence on the measurement result.   

However, unlike the study results of stack tubes described before, the effect of 

multi-sampling correction is complex. For the application of 3x3 multi-sampling 

detector, in all ten geometry features, 3x3 multi-sampling reduced the deviation 

for five geometry features for X-rays without scattering-contamination while 

results for only three geometry features got improved with scattering-

contaminated X-ray. However, if looking at the table cautiously, there are less 

than 0.07 µm differences for inner radius and inner cube Y axis in respect to the 

scattering-contaminated X-ray and the difference is negligible. Except for the 

measurement of the outer cube in Z-axis, it is also apparent to find that the 

application of 3x3 multi-sampling increased the error for measurement geometry 

features of big cube and inner cube in X-axis, where the maximum increasing 

error is 0.8633 µm (1/28 of voxel size). When looking into 5x5 multi-sampling 

applying, the maximum increasing error reached 1.1276 µm (1/21 of voxel size).  
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Interestingly, there are opposite results for the measurement of the outer cube 

along the rotation axis. The application of 3x3 multi-sampling detector largely 

increased the measurement error by 3.271 µm (1/7.33 of voxel size) with non-

scattered X-ray and 2.9681 µm (1/8 of voxel size) with scattering-contaminated 

X-ray, 5x5 multi-sampling detector reduced the error by 0.6706 µm (1/35.8 of 

voxel size) for non-scattered X-ray and 0.2432 µm (less than 1/98 of voxel size). 

Hence, it could conceivably be hypothesised that the geometry features could 

significantly influence the effect of multi-sampling detectors.  

Figure 4-21D compares the standard deviation results based on nine individual 

measurements for each geometry features in all six scanning parameters. Most 

standard deviations are within 0.2 µm, which means that in actual measurement, 

based on the measured average value, given a fixed surface determination 

protocol, the probability for the measurement results spread within the region of 

𝑙 ± 0.2 𝜇𝑚 would be 68.2%, 𝑙 ± 0.4 𝜇𝑚 for 95.4%, and 𝑙 ± 0.6𝜇𝑚 for 99.8%. The 

minimum standard deviation value is 𝜎 = 8 × 10−6 𝜇𝑚, for the measurement of 

the big cube in the Y-axis with the multi-sampling 5x5 detector and non-scattered 

X-ray. The maximum standard deviation is 0.485 µm, in the measurement of inner 

cube along rotation axis with 3x3 multi-sampling detector under scattering-

contaminated X-ray beams, which indicates that the measurement result could 

be 𝑙 ± 0.485 𝜇𝑚 (𝑙 ±
1

49
𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) , 𝑙 ± 0.97 𝜇𝑚 (𝑙 ±

1

24
𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) , 𝑙 ±

1.455 𝜇𝑚 (𝑙 ±
1

16
𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒)  with the possibility of 68.2%, 95.4% and 99.8% 

respectively. Interestingly, the four greatest deviations are distributed in the 

measurement of length along the rotation axis with scattering-contaminated X-

ray illumination, and with the application of 3x3 multi-sampling detector, the 

scattering-contaminated X-ray beam significantly increased the dispersion 

degree. However, the dispersion degree for the measurement of those geometry 

features could be reduced by the application of 5x5 multi-sampling detector, 

especially when considering the scattering-contaminated X-ray beams. In short, 

the influence of scattering-contaminated X-ray beam could amplify the 

consequence of human preference factors, with a given condition of the already 

determined surface in the software.  
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According to charts shown in Figure 4-21, the influence of scattering-

contamination and the improvement effect of multi-sampling are complex. In 

order to detailly explain how those factors influence the measurement errors, it is 

essential to research how they changed the quality of 2D slice images 

considering deeply research of the 3D reconstruction process.  

4.4 The effect of cone beam angles  
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Cone 

beam 

angle 

Inner Circle Outer Circle 

0 

  

1.79 

  

3.58 

  

5.355 

  

Table 4-1: The comparison of deviation against fitted circle in different positions 

within the tube as a function of cone beam angle 
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Figure 4-22: The comparison of radius deviation against CAD model in different 

cone beam angles 

 

Figure 4-23: The comparison of standard deviation value of fitting points against 

the fitted circle for different cone beam angles 
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Figure 4-24: The Ra value comparison of fitting points against the fitted circle for 

different cone beam angles 

Table 4-1 compares the circle fitting points on the tube (with inner cylinder and 

outer cylinder) against the perfect fitted circle in varying cone beam angles. Eight 

images in Table 4-1 is a radar diagram showing the deviations of each fitting point 

against the fitted circle. The radius deviation, standard deviation and Ra value 

are also illustrated in the table. There are no distinct differences when comparing 

eight radar diagrams. The explicit comparison of radius deviation is illustrated in 

Figure 4-22. It can be seen the positive results in the figure. The minimum radius 

deviation is only -0.00051 µm, which is only 1/24144 of the voxel size, and the 

maximum radius deviation is -0.1015 µm, accounting for less than 1/131 of voxel 

size, which is also the maximum change in four different cone beam angles. 

Figure 4-24 describes the attractive result regarding Ra value. No discernible 

difference is found with the change of cone beam angle. However, the Ra values 

for outer circle are generally less than for inner circle, which means that after the 

XCT simulation scanning process, the outer surface in 3D reconstructed data is 

smoother than the inner surface, which could indicate that the measurement of 

outer surface could have less probability of influence by personal preferences in 

the geometry determination step.  
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The slight differences of the measurement error among different cone beam 

angles could be attributed to the consideration of scale calibration in the 3D 

reconstruction process. In the 3D model, the reason of the generation of 

smoother outer surface is still unknown, and further investigation could start from 

2D slices containing inner and outer surfaces to be reconstructed.  
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5 Conclusion 

This study set out to develop simulation data for soft gauge purposes using 

simulation scanning. The aim of the present research was to examine the 

influence of scattering-contaminated X-ray, voltage and current on the 

measurement error by 2D simulation scanning and testing the influence factor of 

multi-sampling property of the detector, scattering-contaminated X-ray, geometry 

features and cone-beam angles.  

This study has shown that: 

• When using local threshold surface determination scheme, the scattering 

contamination had limited on the measurement result (up to 1/35 of voxel 

size), but it could magnify the influence of human factors.  

• The improvement effect of the application of multi-sampling detectors may 

vary depending on the type of geometry features to be measured.  

• Cone beam angle had no obvious influence on the measurement result.  

• The extent of influence of human preference was largely depended on the 

geometry features, orientations, scattering-contaminated X-ray beams 

and multi-sampling detectors.  

The findings of this research provide insights for the error sources in the XCT 

dimensional measurement. A key strength of the present study was the sufficient 

comparison of the combination of scanning parameters.  

A number of limitations need to be noted regarding the present study.  

• One issue with the current study was that all numerical samples were set 

the material as the aluminium, which could limit the expand of the 

conclusion regarding the scattering contamination.  

• This study is limited by the selection of only aluminium.  

• In addition, it is unfortunate that the study did not include the evaluation of 

personal preference in the surface determination step, and all assumption 

and conclusion concerning the personal preference are only valid under 

the condition of existing given surface determination. One source of 
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weakness in this study which could have affected the measurements by 

XCT simulation was the personal habit in the surface determination.  

This research has thrown up many questions in need of further investigation. For 

example, how multi-sampling detector affected the 2D images, then affected 3D 

model; why the positive or negative sign of deviation could vary; why scattering 

contamination could increase the standard deviation, etc 

Future studies should explore the effects of the material (single or multiple 

material). In addition, more research is needed to develop a deeper 

understanding of the relationships between the influencing factors and the 

measurement deviation with support from the simulation data. In further research, 

the improvement by the application of multi-sampling to different geometry 

features could be explored with specific data support. 
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